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"The Shalom Hartman Institute is a center of transformative thinking and 

teaching. We address the major challenges facing the Jewish people and 

elevate the quality of Jewish life in Israel and around the world."

Donniel Hartman, President 
Shalom Hartman Institute

SHALOM HARTMAN INSTITUTE
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For 30 years, Shalom Hartman Institute Rabbinic Leadership Programs 
have provided more than 700 rabbis of all denominations with opportunities for 
intensive text study,  intellectual challenge, and spiritual inspiration that prepare 
them to address the major issues facing the Jewish people. Rabbis participating 
in our programs deepen their textual knowledge and broaden their repertoire of 
ideas while strengthening their relationship with Israel. Continually infusing their 
communities with new energy, these rabbis become ever-more significant agents of 
change and intellectual leaders in North American Jewish life.

THE SHALOM HARTMAN INSTITUTE (SHI)

"The Hartman rabbinic programs have had a remarkable impact on 
my rabbinate.  Through the time spent in study with gifted teachers 
and wonderful colleagues I was able to engage with Jewish texts on an 
entirely new level.  There is no question that my experience in a multi-
denominational setting was an unexpected gift that I have received from 
Hartman, and its powerful impact on my thinking and understanding 
of pertinent issues facing the Jewish people and the State of Israel.  My 
congregation has benefited in the types of texts and perspective as well 
as renewed passion that I have brought to my teaching in the classroom 

and on the pulpit.

Rabbi Michael Siegel,  Anshe Emet Synagogue 
Chicago, IL
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The Shalom Hartman Institute of North America sustains and strengthens the 
vision, commitment, and knowledge of the leaders and change agents who are 
shaping the future of North American Jewish life. We look forward to welcoming you 
to the Hartman Institute campus in the heart of Jerusalem and to learning with your 
community through one of our premier Hartman initiatives.

RAbbINIc LEAdERSHIp pROgRAMS

The Rabbinic Leadership Programs, directed by Rabbi Dr. Rachel Sabath Beit-
Halachmi, ensure that rabbis who study at the Institute or with its scholars are 
offered excellent learning opportunities and rabbinical enrichment programs that 
continually enhance their knowledge and, by extension, invigorate the lives of the 
countless North American Jews whom they influence on a daily basis. Studying 
together in a pluralistic and intellectually challenging Beit Midrash pushes rabbis to 
deepen their knowledge and develop their own voices as intellectual and spiritual 
leaders in North America.

THE SHALOM HARTMAN INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMERIcA (SHI-NA)
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RAbbINIc TORAH STUdY SEMINAR (RTS)
Register now for the summer 2011 seminar on the theme of Jewish Peoplehood: The Meaning of the Collective in Modern Jewish Life 

Our annual 10-day seminar for rabbis of all denominations, 
which takes place at our Jerusalem campus, is a powerful 
learning experience and opportunity for spiritual 
development. Join more than 100 rabbis of all denominations in the 
thought-provoking, pluralistic study that helps them to meet the diverse and 
complex needs of their communities with renewed energy while enhancing their 
knowledge, gaining new insights, and enriching their capacity to inspire.

The 2011 RTS summer program will be held on July 4-14 in Jerusalem. 
Space is limited so register now: www.hartman.org.il/RTS

Seminar fee: $650 (includes lectures and study materials, one-day field trip, 
most lunches, some dinners, and festive opening and closing meals)  
Reduced rates for retired rabbis and rabbinical students

Early bird discount price: $600 (for those completing registration  
before February 28, 2011)

Payment deadline is June 1, 2011
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"The Rabbinic Torah Study Seminar 
charges my batteries for the entire 
year, and hardly a day goes by without 
my considering something that was 
said or that we learned during the 
course of the program. I can't even 
find the vocabulary to adequately 
express how important RTS has been 
for me intellectually, emotionally, 

spiritually, and even physically."

Rabbi Sam Kieffer, B’nai Aviv Synagogue 
Weston, FL

"My learning at the Hartman Institute has affected my rabbinate in profound ways.  First, it helped me 
take myself more seriously as a teacher, leader, and thinker in the Jewish community.  Second, it helped me 
recognize the power of Klal Yisrael and how much I could learn from rabbis of other denominations in 
Jewish life.  Finally, it taught me over and over again how important Israel is not only in the larger Jewish 
story but also in my own story. I am a better rabbi because of my connection to the teachers and the 
colleagues of the Hartman Institute and I am very grateful." 

Rabbi Laura Geller, Temple Emanuel of Beverly Hills  
Beverly Hills, CA
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RAbbINIc LEAdERSHIp INITIATIvE (RLI)

In what has been described by more than one rabbi as a "transformative 
experience," the intensive Rabbinic Leadership Initiative immerses an elite cadre 
of North American rabbis in the highest levels of Jewish learning, equipping them 
to meet contemporary challenges with ever-increasing intellectual and moral 
sophistication.

Over the course of the three-year program, participants spend a month each summer 
and a week each winter studying at the Hartman campus in Jerusalem. During 
the remainder of each year, participants engage in eight weekly study hours with 
North American rabbinic partners and leading Hartman Institute scholars, studying 
classical and modern sources and developing ways to integrate this learning into 
their work as rabbis. The pluralistic framework of the program fosters a vibrant 
exchange of ideas and creates a community of rabbis uniquely able to transform the 
lives of Jews in North America.

Three cohorts have graduated from the Rabbinic Leadership Initiative program, and 
a fourth is already deep in study. SHI is currently recruiting participants for the fifth 
RLI cohort, which will begin in 2013.
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“As a rabbi of a community of 850 families, I find myself having 
to respond to the daily needs of my congregants—providing 
knowledge, support, consolation, and leadership. I can give all that 
is within me, but if I don’t replenish my resources, I’ll have nothing 
left to give. So today, 25 years after my ordination, I decided 
to rededicate myself to Torah study. The Rabbinic Leadership 
Initiative challenges me, excites me, forces me to think, and helps 
me return to my rabbinic work with new strengths.”

Rabbi James A. Gibson, Temple Sinai 
Pittsburgh, PA

"The experience which our congregation 
shared at the Shalom Hartman 
Institute in Jerusalem was a perfect 
way to synthesize the land we were 
appreciating, the people we were 
meeting, and the history we are a part 
of. SHI has become a critical stop on 
all of our visits to Israel. Hartman has 
become a key partner in our community 
because of the study and thought-
provoking perspective it offers us on 
issues that we have grappled with for 
ages."

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner, Temple 
Emanu-El Closter, NJ

“It is a total privilege and honor to 
participate in this program... The faculty 
are passionate, diverse, kind and very 
interested in teaching us. Every text, 
every shiur, every moment is a real gift.”

Rabbi Laurie Phillips,  
Congregation Habonim  
New York, NY
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HARTMAN STUdY pROgRAMS IN YOUR cONgREgATION –  
THE RAbbI-HARTMAN ScHOLAR pARTNERSHIp 

The Hartman Institute Lecture Series brings the excellence of Hartman scholarship 
directly to your local study groups. Thousands of congregants throughout North 
America have already benefited from the first two volumes of the series, Leadership and 
Crisis and The Other in Jewish Tradition, which draw upon cutting-edge scholarship to 
address the burning questions of our time.

Each volume of the series includes eight lectures on DVD by leading Hartman scholars, 
study guides for participants, and a leader's guide featuring study questions.

Volume I, Leadership and Crisis: Jewish Resources and Reponses

Launched in 2010, this volume draws upon centuries of Jewish scholarship—from biblical 
sources to Holocaust literature—suggesting Jewish responses to the challenges posed by 
current geopolitical and economic crises.

Volume II, The Other in Jewish Tradition: Challenges and Opportunities

This volume explores the challenge of Jewish identity in a contemporary context and 
describes how engagement with the changing definitions of who is a Jew can shape the 
future and strength of the Jewish people.

To place an order, see www.hartman.org.il/dvd
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Special Hartman Series for Partner Rabbis -  
Engaging Israel: Foundations for a New Relationship

We are living in an era unprecedented in Jewish history. Two vibrant, 
powerful Jewish communities—one in Israel and the other around the 
world—are each contributing to and defining the content and future of 
Jewish life. In Israel, this life is developing within the context of a sovereign 
Jewish state that boasts a Jewish majority, while elsewhere, particularly 
in North America, the community that is cultivating Jewish life is an established, successful 
minority in open dialogue with the larger world. 

This context of unison coupled with fresh opportunities also presents new challenges: What kind 
of relationship will these two communities have? And will we continue to be one people with 

"I have rarely seen a group of 
congregants take to a learning 
opportunity as they did to Volume I of 
the Shalom Hartman Institute DVD 
Series Leadership and Crisis: Jewish 
Resources and Responses. The students 
quickly took to each week's practice 
of hevruta study, eagerly engaging one 
another over text study…By the last 
few weeks they were chomping at the 
bit to get to their texts…Asked 'now 
what comes next?' I told them, 'The next 

series from SHI.' We can’t wait!"

Rabbi Eric S. Gurvis, Temple Shalom of Newton 
Newton, MA
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different yet equally important and mutually beneficial centers, or will each center create 
its own exclusive, independent sphere, leading to a bifurcation of the Jewish people? 

This special edition lecture series, scheduled for release in early 2011, focuses on these and 
other questions facing world Jewry, with regard to Israel, in the goal of creating a new 
covenant between Israel and world Jewry based on a narrative that encourages Jews to 
reflect on what Israel means to them "Jewishly" and to act on their vision of what they 
believe can and ought to shape the modern Jewish nation and its policies. 

For more information on the Engaging Israel lecture series and to place an order, 
see www.hartman.org.il/eiseries.
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RAbbINIc STUdENTS SEMINAR

The Shalom Hartman Institute Rabbinic Students Seminar provides an opportunity for North 
American rabbinical students of all denominations to study with leading Hartman scholars 
during their year in Israel. Participants process their experiences of Israel in a spiritually 
nourishing group setting and engage with exceptional students from all streams of Judaism.

"The Hartman Rabbinic Students 
Seminar was the academic highlight of 
my experience in Israel this year.  The 
learning, teachers, diversity of students 
and general program were all amazing and 
brilliant. Words cannot describe the level 
of creativity and intensity that existed 
during each week's session. I dreamed that 
this is what rabbinical school would be 
like--it was a gift to experience this with a 
group of seminarians from different Jewish 
denominations."

Jeffrey Abraham, Rabbinical Student
Jewish Theological Seminary, Class of 2011

For more information about the program, see 
www.hartman.org.il/rabbinicstudent
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Shalom Hartman Institute

11 Gedalyahu Alon Street
Jerusalem 93113
ISRAEL
Rabbi Rachel Sabath Beit-Halachmi, Ph.D.
Vice President SHI North America, Director of Rabbinic Leadership Programs

Marlene Houri, Rabbinic Programs Coordinator
marlene@shi.org.il

Shalom Hartman Institute of North America

One Pennsylvania Plaza
Suite 1606
New York, NY 10119
USA
+1 (212) 268-0300
Yehuda Kurtzer, Ph.D., President

www.hartman.org.il


